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Synopsis coming soon.......
Caldecott Medalist Dan Santat--creator of The Adventures of Beekle: The Unimaginary Friend and After the
Fall--takes readers on the road trip of a lifetime! "Are we there yet?" Every parent has heard this classic kid
question on a long car ride--and after reading this astonishingly inventive new book (that even turns upside
down for several pages!), you'll never look at being bored the same way again. Let's face it: everyone knows that
car rides can be boring. And when things get boring, time slows down. In this book, a boy feels time slowing
down so much that it starts going backward--into the time of pirates! Of princesses! Of dinosaurs! The boy was
just trying to get to his grandmother's birthday party, but instead he's traveling through Ancient Egypt and
rubbing shoulders with Ben Franklin. When time flies, who knows where--or when--he'll end up.
From the Five-Time Nebula Award-Winner Seven thousand centuries ago, falling death stars unleashed fiery
apocalyptic destruction on Earth and inaugurated the Long Winter. One small band of People took refuge in an
underground cocoon where they and their descendants waited for the time of ice to end. Now their long winter is
over. Prophecy and circumstance urge the tribe out into the half-forgotten world beyond their safe cocoon. Led
by their chieftain Koshmar, the tribe journeys to the city of Vengiboneeza, where the prophecy of the gods says
they are to rule. On their way the tribe discovers the dangers and wonders of life in the New Springtime. In the
face of new temptations and peril, Koshmar and her lover, the priestess Torlyri, struggle to keep the People
united and fulfill the prophecy. For soon they will be beset by other trials, as other beings seek to fulfill their own
prophecies. Robert Silverberg provides an introduction exclusive to this Bison Books edition.
A lonely rabbit searches for others of his kind from summer through winter until spring arrives and he finds one
special bunny.
Animal Stories
Summer Holiday Stories 22 Sunny Tales
Stories of Rotten Rascals
Holiday Stories
It's Springtime, Snoopy!
Cool and collected second-year Yamada is in love with his childhood friend, Seno. His classmates Akama and Toda are also
starting to think about romance, though neither of them realizes yet that they might actually feel the same way about each
other...
Driven to action by the dreariness of their lives in London, two not-quite friends, in the hopes of finding renewal, plan to rent a
medieval Italian castle for a month. They are joined by two other women, a socialite and a dowager, each also seeking a remedy
for their dissatisfactions. As the quartet eventually (though not necessarily gracefully) settles in together, they share the beauty
and joy of their springtime palace, and each becomes reacquainted with the self they had forgotten. Whether or not the
enchantment can carry into their lives and loves in the "real" world is the question. The basis for the film, of the same name, this
is a classic to cherish.
Get ready for broomstick rides and bubbling cauldrons in these magical short stories from Enid Blyton - ideal for reading aloud,
or for children over 7 to read alone! This bumper collection of 25 short stories is populated by every sort of magical and
mysterious creature, from a grumpy wizard who is ouwitted by an elf to pixie who rides on a rabbit. The stories are the perfect
length for reading aloud in a classroom or at bedtime. With lots of humour and fantastic characters, these will appeal to newly
confident readers to read alone as well as to younger children being read to. Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's favourite
children's authors and her bumper short story collections are perfect for introducing her to the latest generation of readers.
Get ready to meet some hair-raisingly horrid children in these 30 classic stories from Enid Blyton. Perfect for children aged 5 and
up! From temper tantrums and telling tales to bickering and boasting, these bratty boys and ghastly girls are up to no good! Read
on if you dare... Ranging from the light-hearted to the deliciously dark, these cautionary tales will delight young readers as much
today when they first appeared in the mid-twentieth century. This collection is inspired by Enid Blyton's A Book of Naughty
Children, first published in 1944. Ideal for younger children being read to and for newly confident readers to enjoy
independently, each story stands alone and is the perfect length for reading at bedtime or in the classroom. Enid Blyton remains
one of Britain's favourite children's authors and her bumper short story collections are the perfect way to introduce her work to
a new generation of readers. Read all 15 bumper short story collections. New in 2020: Nature Stories Stories of Rotten Rascals
Magical Fairy Tales Christmas Wishes *** Enid Blyton® and Enid Blyton's signature are registered trade marks of Hodder &
Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written permission of the
trade mark and copyright owner.
Enid Blyton's Holiday Stories
Christmas Wishes
Springtime Stories
Course of Study for the Common Schools of Illinois
Spring Tales of Tiptoes Lightly
With the arrival of spring, wild geese nest and hatch eggs for the reader to count in this bilingual story that introduces Chinese numbers and
other common words.
Delight in this collection of 30 short stories, full of the buzz and excitement of spring - the perfect Easter present! Head off on a sparkling
springtime adventure with the world's best-loved storyteller. From the little boy who helps a lamb in trouble to the fairies hidden inside Easter
Eggs, excitement and magic are never far away in this collection of stories to read and share. These fun, entertaining tales are ideal for newly
confident readers and are the perfect length for reading aloud at bedtime or in the classroom. Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's favourite
children's authors and her bumper short story collections are perfect for introducing her to the latest generation of readers. Read all of Enid
Blyton's bestselling short story collections: Springtime Stories Summer Stories Holiday Stories Summer Holiday Stories Stories of Wizards
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and Witches Christmas Tales Christmas Treats *** Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are Registered Trademarks of Hodder &
Stoughton Limited. No trademark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written permission of the trademark and
copyright owner.
Join the Nicholson family for this heartwarming journey through a typical springtime on their South Yorkshire farm. Throughout the book they
reflect on the childhood stories, testing times, poignant memories and enriching experiences that have shaped the lives they lead today. With
the coming of a new season, Roger and Cynthia Nicholson and their sons Richard, Robert and David show how the farming year is shaped
around the arrival of baby goats, lambs, calves and piglets galore. As Yorkshire's premier open farm attraction, Cannon Hall Farm continues
to play host to thousands of visitors and spring is the busiest time of the year. People flock to meet the new arrivals and catch up with old
favourites such as the llama and alpaca posse, the stunning Shire horses and the irrepressible Shetland ponies, including Ozzy Horsebourne
and Jon Bon Pony. Along with all the animal antics, Springtime at Cannon Hall Farm features tales of bygone days when traditional skills,
crafts and daily practices shaped life in the countryside. And for fans of Rob and Dave's Channel 5 shows, there are lots of behind-thescenes secrets you won't want to miss...
It's a dog's life! An adorable book of letters from Bobs the dog, by much-loved author Enid Blyton. The perfect gift for animal-lovers of all
ages. "Bones and biscuits! If a cheeky bird didn't fly down to my nose and eat a crumb off my left whiskers! Really, people have no manners
at all these days!" In this very funny book, Bobs gives us his opinions on everything from fireworks to frogs, cats to Christmas, in his own
words. This illustrated collection of his letters takes us through a year in the life of Bobs, the adored pet terrier owned by national treasure
Enid Blyton. Written by Enid Blyton every week to entertain young readers in the 1920s-40s, these have never been published together in
book form before. The perfect gift for readers of any age, from 7 to 97, who love dogs and funny stories.
?????
Summer Adventure Stories
Stories of Spells and Enchantments
Sunny Stories
Christmas Treats

A collection of thirty wonderful stories about the nature and the countryside from one of the world's best-loved children's authors; perfect to
enjoy all year round. Enjoy the freedom of the outdoors, the beauty of the countryside and the charm of all creatures great and small in this
bumper short-story collection. Enid Blyton loved the countryside, animals and birds and she wrote many wonderful stories to teach children all
about the natural world. Each story is perfect for reading aloud to young children and is the ideal length for bedtime or classroom story time.
*** Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are Registered Trademarks of Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trademark or copyrighted
material may be reproduced without the express written permission of the trademark and copyright owner.
Enjoy a whole summer of fun with this fantastic collection of 30 short stories - the perfect holiday read for children aged 7 and up. From
picnics in the sunshine to daring outdoor adventures, celebrate the excitement and magic of summertime with these fun-filled short stories by
Enid Blyton. Ideal for newly confident readers, these entertaining tales are the perfect length for reading aloud at bedtime or in the classroom.
Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's favourite children's authors and her bumper short story collections are perfect for introducing her to the
latest generation of readers. Read all of Enid Blyton's bestselling short story collections: Springtime Stories Summer Stories Holiday Stories
Summer Holiday Stories Stories of Wizards and Witches Christmas Tales Christmas Treats *** Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are
Registered Trademarks of Hodder and Stoughton Limited. No trademark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express
written permission of the trademark and copyright owner.
Join Snoopy and the rest of the Peanuts gang in this super chubby springtime-themed board book that celebrates all of the joys of the season!
It’s been a long winter, and the Peanuts gang can’t wait to enjoy springtime—by having picnics in the park, flying kites, and playing baseball!
© 2021 Peanuts Worldwide LLC
Surround yourself in Everything Spring. Stunning photography and detailed imagery capture the uplifting spirit of our favorite season in this
counterpart to the National Geographic bestseller A Tree for All Seasons. We think of spring and we feel warmer, sunny days, we smell the
freshness of nature's flowers blooming again, and we picture little chicks and furry bunnies. These adorable baby animals are fun to look at
and they represent the spirit of renewal and life that is spring. Every young creature finally ventures outside to play as the dreary days of winter
fade away and color surround us all. Spring is about being outdoors enjoying all that our wonderful planet has to offer--it's about living life to
the fullest. In Jill Esbaum's beautifully photographed picture book, young children can see, hear, and feel the warmth of springtime by reading
and learning all about chicks, bunnies, and the other baby animals that come out to play in springtime.
Bones and Biscuits
Springtime by the Window, Volume 1
Stories of Magic and Mischief
Everything Spring
Contains 25 Classic Tales
Meet fairies, witches and giants in this selection of 30 magical short stories by the world's
best-loved storyteller. Perfect for children aged 5 and up! From to goblin games to neverending wishes, there's mischief afoot in these fun-filled short stories by Enid Blyton! Who
will be on the receiving end of a trick, and who will win out with a treat? Ideal for younger
children being read to and for newly confident readers to enjoy independently, each story
stands alone and is the perfect length for reading at bedtime or in the classroom. Enid Blyton
remains one of Britain's favourite children's authors and her bumper short story collections
are the perfect way to introduce her work to a new generation of readers. Read all of these
bestselling short story collections by Enid Blyton: Animal Stories Springtime Stories Summer
Stories Holiday Stories Summer Holiday Stories Summertime Stories Summer Adventure Stories
Stories of Wizards and Witches Stories of Magic and Mischief Christmas Stories Christmas Tales
Christmas Treats Winter Stories *** Enid Blyton® and Enid Blyton's signature are registered
trade marks of Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or copyrighted material may be
reproduced without the express written permission of the trade mark and copyright owner.
Curl up with this sparkling collection of Christmas stories from the world's best-loved
storyteller. Perfect for children aged 5 and up! Embrace the spirit of Christmas with tales of
magic and wishes galore in this heart-warming collection. From a dog who discovers the joy of
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Christmas to Santa Claus who gets himself out of a muddle with a little help from his friends,
these stories celebrate shared times, festivities and wonder. Filled with lots of festive fun,
these stories are ideal for younger children being read to and for newly confident readers to
enjoy independently, each story stands alone and is the perfect length for reading at bedtime
or in the classroom. Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's favourite children's authors and her
bumper short story collections are the perfect way to introduce her work to a new generation of
readers. Read all 15 bumper short story collections. New in 2020: Nature Stories Stories of
Rotten Rascals Magical Fairy Tales Christmas Wishes *** Enid Blyton® and Enid Blyton's
signature are registered trade marks of Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or
copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written permission of the trade mark
and copyright owner.
A winsome calf provides the backdrop—literally—for this charming story. With each turn of the
page, the young animal is imaginatively transformed to reflect some activity of the four
seasons: snow melting, seedlings springing up, harvest, all the way to the snow melting again
and revealing that—the calf has grown. The story line follows the cycle of the seasons from one
spring to the next, and its spare, fluid text—wedded to the vigorous graphics—vividly conveys
the underlying themes of renewal and growth. The colors are joyful and fresh, and the artist's
playful approach to perspective makes this a lovely picture book.
Delight in the magic of Christmas with this bumper collection of 29 short stories from the
world's best-loved storyteller! Ideal for reading aloud, or for children over 7 to read alone!
Curl up with this collection of festive short stories by Enid Blyton. From the proud rocking
horse who learns the gift of giving to a snowman befriended by elves, these joyful tales
celebrate the true spirit of Christmas. With lots of humour and fantastic characters, these
stories will appeal to newly confident readers for reading alone as well as to younger children
being read to. Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's favourite children's authors and her bumper
short story collections are the perfect introduction to her writing. Praise for Enid Blyton's
Christmas Stories: 'A wonderful selection to read and share. Mystery and magic, laughter and
mischief, the joy of shared times and plenty of delicious food - many of the ingredients which
have been delighting Enid Blyton's readers for more than 70 years' - Western Morning News
'Shared excitement and laughter, a little bit of mischief and plenty of delicious food are all
mixed together with a pinch of magic and lots of Christmas joy' - Carousel
At Winter's End
Make More Noise!
Magical Fairy Tales
Nature Stories
Eight O'Clock Tales
A dazzling selection of 30 short stories from the world's best-loved storyteller - the perfect
Christmas gift for children aged 6 and up! Snuggle down with this heartwarming collection of
classic tales, celebrating the magic and excitement of winter. These fun, entertaining stories
are ideal for newly confident readers and are the perfect length for reading aloud at bedtime or
in the classroom. It's an ideal stocking-filler too! Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's
favourite children's authors and her bumper short story collections are perfect for introducing
her to the latest generation of readers. Read all of Enid Blyton's bestselling short story
collections: Springtime Stories Summer Stories Holiday Stories Summer Holiday Stories Summertime
Stories Stories of Wizards and Witches Stories of Magic and Mischief Christmas Tales Christmas
Treats Winter Tales *** Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are Registered Trademarks of
Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trademark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the
express written permission of the trademark and copyright owner.
A dazzling selection of 30 short stories from the world's best-loved storyteller - the perfect
Christmas gift for children aged 6 and up! Get ready for snowball fights and sleigh rides in
this collection of thirty classic short stories from Enid Blyton, celebrating the magic and
excitement of winter. These fun, entertaining stories are ideal for newly confident readers and
are the perfect length for reading aloud at bedtime or in the classroom. Enid Blyton remains one
of Britain's favourite children's authors and her bumper short story collections are perfect for
introducing her to the latest generation of readers. Read all of Enid Blyton's bestselling short
story collections: Springtime Stories Summer Stories Holiday Stories Summer Holiday Stories
Summertime Stories Stories of Wizards and Witches Stories of Magic and Mischief Christmas Tales
Christmas Treats Winter Tales *** Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are Registered
Trademarks of Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trademark or copyrighted material may be reproduced
without the express written permission of the trademark and copyright owner.
A wonderful selection of short stories by one of the world's best-loved children's authors, Enid
Blyton. Ideal for reading aloud, or for children from about 7 years old to read alone. From
sandcastles at the beach to enchanted ice-creams, step into the summer with these delightful
characters. Adventure, fun and magic can all be found on holiday with Enid Blyton, who has been
delighting readers for more than seventy years. The stories previously appeared in magazines and
anthologies from the 40s and 60s. This collection contains the original texts and is
unillustrated. The collection contains: At Seaside Cottage The Magic Ice Cream Wagger Goes to
the Show A Surprise for Jimmy The Twins Get in a Fix The Enchanted Cloak Adventure Up a Tree
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John's Hanky The Magic Watering Can Peppermint Rock The Donkey on the Sands In the Middle of the
Night A Bit of Blue Sky The Smugglers' Caves Mr Gobo's Green Grass Smokey and the Seagull
Adventures Under the Sea An Exciting Afternoon Lazy lenny Pink Paint for a Pixie Shut The Gate
Look Out for the Elephant! Stayinh with Auntie Sue A Puppy in Wonderland The Three Sailors The
Magic Seaweed
A collection of stories which first appeared in Enid Blyton's Sunny Stories newsletters. The
subjects include a little doll who can talk; Fred, who makes a mess of a wish; naughty pixie
Jiminy; and grumpy old Miss Hannah, who finds happiness through a Christmas tree.
Dear Mr. Henshaw
Summertime Stories
Winter Stories
Journal of Proceedings of the ... Annual Meeting
Spring Is Here

The magical, humorous, earnest and droll adventures of Tiptoes Lightly and her friends as spring arrives at Farmer John's.
A collection of stories perfect for rainy days from the world's favourite storyteller Enid Blyton. Pull on your welly boots for these
short stories by the world's best-loved story teller. Ideal for children aged 5 and up! In this charming collection by Enid Blyton,
children stumble upon secret rooms on rainy days and gnomes pretend they can forecast the weather. The rain may be pouring down
in these stories, but there's plenty of mischief and adventure to be found. These classic tales are ideal for younger children being read
to and for newly confident readers to read alone. Each story stands alone and is the perfect length for reading at bedtime or in the
classroom. Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's favourite children's authors and her bumper short story collections are perfect for
introducing her to the latest generation of readers.
A dazzling collection of magical tales by the world's best-loved storyteller. Perfect for children aged 5 and up! There are tales of the
most powerful enchanters and conjurers in Fairyland in this bumper collection of short stories by Enid Blyton. But their spells don't
always go smoothly! From witches who will cast an enchantment at the drop of a pointy hat to cheeky imps in search of spells to
make some mischief, there's bound to be trouble! These traditional tales are ideal for younger children being read to and for newly
confident readers to read alone. Each story stands alone and is the perfect length for reading at bedtime or in the classroom. Enid
Blyton remains one of Britain's favourite children's authors and her bumper short story collections are perfect for introducing her to
the latest generation of readers. Read all of Enid Blyton's bumper short story collections. New in 2021: Rainy Day Stories Pet Stories
Stories of Spells and Enchantments Christmas Tales *** Enid Blyton® and Enid Blyton's signature are registered trade marks of
Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written permission of
the trade mark and copyright owner.
Eleven magical short stories to enjoy round the clock from one of the world's best-loved children's authors, Enid Blyton. Join
Twiddle the gnome on his search for his grumpy runaway donkey Kick-up. Find out what happens when the rocking-horse, teddy and
all the other toys come alive. And laugh at Twisty the Brownie as he learns the hard way why it's unwise to pull nasty faces. Ideal for
bedtime, reading aloud or alone, these magical short stories for 5-8 year-olds will enchant a new generation of children. Look out for
more O'Clock tales: Five O'Clock Tales, Six O'Clock Tales, Seven O'Clock Tales and Eight O'Clock Tales. Enid Blyton has been
delighting readers for more than seventy years with her endless summers of fun, adventure and magic. Enid's best-loved characters
include Noddy the wooden boy, Timmy the dog from The Famous Five and the mischievous twins Pat and Isabel O'Sullivan from the
much-loved boarding school series St Clare's! First published in 1944, this edition contains the original text, illustrations and the
following stories: The Good Turn; The Boy Who Heard Too Much; The Skittle-Policeman; Tick-Tock's Tea-Party; The Runaway
Donkey; The Surprise Party; The Enchanted Doll; When the Toys Came Alive; The Brownie Who Pulled Faces; All the Way to ToyTown; Poor Old Scarecrow!
Springtime at Cannon Hall Farm
Contains 25 classic Blyton Tales
Letters from a Dog Named Bobs
New stories in honour of the 100th anniversary of women’s suffrage
Contains 29 classic Blyton tales

Hold on to your lucky charms and delve into this bewitching collection of 30 fairy tales and magic stories, retold by the world's
best-loved storyteller. Perfect for children aged 5 and up! Watch out for cats in boots, three bears who live in the woods and
strange unicorns in this magical collection of short stories by Enid Blyton. From lost slippers and fairy curses to imps without
names and a dragon called Mr Wumble, there's fairy magic brewing. Who will live happily ever after? These traditional tales are
ideal for younger children being read to and for newly confident readers to read alone. Each story stands alone and is the
perfect length for reading at bedtime or in the classroom. Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's favourite children's authors and
her bumper short story collections are perfect for introducing her to the latest generation of readers. Read all of Enid Blyton's
bumper short story collections. New in 2020: Nature Stories Stories of Rotten Rascals Magical Fairy Tales Christmas Wishes
*** Enid Blyton and Enid Blyton's signature are registered trade marks of Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trade mark or
copyrighted material may be reproduced without the express written permission of the trade mark and copyright owner.
A selection of 30 magical and mischievous short stories by Britain's most beloved children's author - perfect for sharing at
Halloween! Witches and pixies abound in this magical selection of thirty short stories, perfect for seasonal reading and sharing.
With lots of humour and fantastic characters these classic tales are ideal for younger children being read to and for newly
confident readers to read alone. Each story stands alone and is the perfect length for reading at bedtime or in the classroom.
Enid Blyton remains one of Britain's favourite children's authors and her bumper short story collections are perfect for
introducing her to the latest generation of readers. Read all of Enid Blyton's bestselling short story collections: Springtime
Stories Summer Stories Holiday Stories Summer Holiday Stories Summertime Stories Stories of Wizards and Witches Stories
of Magic and Mischief Christmas Tales Christmas Treats Winter Tales *** Enid Blyton
and Enid Blyton's signature are
Registered Trademarks of Hodder and Stoughton Limited. No trademark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without
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the express written permission of the trademark and copyright owner.
A charming new bumper short-story collection from the world's best-loved storyteller. A fantastic collection of 30 stories
about animals of all shapes and sizes, this will charm children aged 6 and up. From pet puppies to woodland wildlife, garden
birds to pond-dwelling frogs, Enid Blyton was a devoted and knowledgeable animal-lover. Readers who feel the same way are
bound to love her wonderful stories about our furry friends - and scaly, feathery or fluttery ones too! These delightful stories
are ideal for newly confident readers and are the perfect length to be read aloud in the classroom or at bedtime. *** Enid
Blyton
and Enid Blyton's signature are Registered Trademarks of Hodder & Stoughton Limited. No trademark or copyrighted
material may be reproduced without the express written permission of the trademark and copyright owner.
An incredible collection of brand new short stories, from ten of the UK's very best storytellers, celebrating inspirational girls
and women, being published tocommemorate the 100th anniversary of women's suffrage in the UK. Featuring short stories by
Kiran Millwood Hargrave, author of the Waterstones Children's Book Prize-wining The Girl of Ink and Stars, M.G. Leonard,
author of Beetle Boy, Patrice Lawrence, author of the Waterstones Children's Book Prize-winning Orangeboy, Katherine
Woodfine, author of The Mystery of the Clockwork Sparrow, Sally Nicholls, author of Things a Bright Girl Can Do, Emma
Carroll, author of Letters from the Lighthouse, and more! 1 from the sale of every book will be donated to Camfed, an
international charity which tackles poverty and inequality by supporting women's education in the developing world.
Journal of Proceedings of the ... Annual Meeting of the Illinois State Teachers' Association
A Bilingual Book of Numbers
The Bunny Who Found Easter
Big-Stamp Two-Toes the Barefoot Giant
Everything Is BLEEPED: a Book about Hope

Newbery Medal Winner * Teachers’ Top 100 Books for Children * ALA Notable Children’s Book
Beverly Cleary’s timeless Newbery Medal-winning book explores difficult topics like divorce,
insecurity, and bullying through the thoughts and emotions of a sixth-grade boy as he writes to
his favorite author, Boyd Henshaw. After his parents separate, Leigh Botts moves to a new town
with his mother. Struggling to make friends and deal with his anger toward his absent father,
Leigh loses himself in a class assignment in which he must write to his favorite author. When
Mr. Henshaw responds, the two form an unexpected friendship that will change Leigh’s life
forever. From the beloved author of the Henry Huggins, Ramona Quimby, and Ralph S. Mouse series
comes an epistolary novel about how to navigate and heal from life’s growing pains.
Set off on an outdoor adventure with this collection of 25 classic tales by the world's bestloved storyteller. The perfect holiday read for children aged 5 and up! From stolen dogs and
disappearing necklaces to journeys to faraway lands, these fun-filled stories are packed full
of mystery and adventure. Ideal for newly confident readers, these entertaining tales are the
ideal length for reading aloud at bedtime or in the classroom. Enid Blyton remains one of
Britain's favourite children's authors and her bumper short story collections are perfect for
introducing her to the latest generation of readers. Read all of Enid Blyton's bestselling
short story collections: Animal Stories Springtime Stories Summertime Stories Summer Holiday
Stories Stories of Magic and Mischief Stories of Wizards and Witches Christmas Tales Christmas
Treats Winter Stories *** Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are Registered Trademarks
of Hodder and Stoughton Limited. No trademark or copyrighted material may be reproduced without
the express written permission of the trademark and copyright owner.
Stories of Wizards and Witches
The Enchanted April
Are We There Yet?
Rainy Day Stories
Tales of Tricks and Treats
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